
 

Custom Commissions 

First Thing’s First:  WHAT DID YOU HAVE IN MIND? 
The process of working with my clients tête -à- tête, interweaving your ideas, style preferences and story 
with my creative touch, is perhaps my favourite part of the artist life I live. The aesthetics of a piece are 
paramount to my work but, most importantly, ensuring that it is completely tailored to your preferences 
and vision is of the utmost importance. 
 
This initial stage can be conducted via email, phone call or face to face conversation if you live in KW. This 
is the moment to outline all your visions, inspirations, style and colour palette preferences- making this 
piece a completely unique, one and only investment that only YOU could possess. 
 
Some details and things for you to ponder on and prepare before our consultation: 
1. Orientation (horizontal, vertical or square) 
3. Titles or images of my work that are in the style and/or colours you are looking for 
4. Any images, paint colours, wallpaper samples or fabric swatches you would like to use for design 
inspiration 
5. Room/furniture measurements (to determine the ideal size for your piece) 
6. Your location (for a shipping estimate) 
 
When we have created a complete plan for your piece and we have determined what your needs and wants 
are, an invoice will be sent via email for your approval. 
Before beginning the first stages of creation a 50% deposit is required for all design work. 

Second Thing’s Next:  BLUEPRINTS 

My paintings are finished and dry enough to ship within 8-10 weeks. Please keep in mind this time frame 
when ordering as it is important for the paint to cure to the touch prior to shipping. Images of your piece 
will be emailed for approval upon completion. Your connection and love for the piece is of the utmost 
importance to me so any requests for changes and revisions will be accepted during this period. Once I’m 
given the “go ahead” and the final images are approved, an invoice for the 2nd installment will be sent via 
email.  



Third Thing’s Last:  DELIVERY 

(2-4 WEEKS depending on your location) 
 
If you are local in Kitchener-Waterloo, or in most parts of the GTA I offer a free, personal delivery 
Paintings are equipped with D hooks and heavy wire for hanging and packaged securely to prevent any 
damage on its’ journey 
Artwork is shipped via Canada Post with tracking and insurance. 
 
I can’t wait to get to know you! 

Price List* 
 

Canvas Size  Price  Canvas Size  Price 

12”x12” $250 30”x48” $1750 

16”x16” $300 36”x48” $2025 

16”x20” $425 36”x60” $2550 

20”x20” $475 40”x40” $1950 

24”x24” $675 40”x60” $2850 

24”x30” $875 48”x48” $2750 

24”x48” $1375 48”x60” $3350 

30”x30” $1025 60”x60” $4250 

30”x36” $1300 Larger Avail. U.R $$$ 
 

* Prices do not include shipping or HST. Shipping & HST charges are the sole responsibility of the customer. 
**Requests for custom sizes are welcomed. 
*** Each painting is completed on gallery-stretched canvas and do not require a frame for hanging. 

Contact 
www.catemcgahey.com 
catemcgahey@gmail.com 
+1 (519) 589-6029 
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